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FUNCTIONS POSSESSING RESTRICTED  MEAN
VALUE PROPERTIES1

DAVID HEATH

Abstract. A real-valued function / denned on an open subset

of R" is said to have the restricted mean value property with respect

to balls (spheres) if, for each point x in the set, there exists a ball

(sphere) with center x and radius r{x) such that the average value of

/over the ball (sphere) is equal tof(x). Iff is harmonic then it has

the restricted mean value property. Here new conditions for the

converse implication are given.

1. Introduction. Suppose DÇ:RN is open and r:D-*R is positive and

r(x)—d(x, Dc), the distance from x to the complement of D. Let B(x, r)

denote the open ball of radius r about x, and S(x, r) the corresponding

sphere. Iff: D-+R satisfies

(1.1) fix) = 1 f f(y)p(dy),       Vx e D,
fi(B(x, r(x))) jBix.rix»

where p is Lebesgue measure in RN, we say that/possesses the restricted

mean value property on balls (in D with respect to r). Iff satisfies

(1.2) fix) = 1 f f(y)v(dy),       Vx e D,
v(S(x, r(x))) Js(x.rix))

where v(dy) is the element of surface area on S(x, r(x)), we say that /

possesses the restricted mean value property on spheres. Of course every

harmonic/ possesses the restricted mean value property on balls and spheres

for arbitrary r; we are concerned here with partial converses to this fact.

Several partial converses are known: Courant and Hilbert [4] prove

that if D is relatively compact and regular for the Dirichlet problem and

/is continuous on D and possesses the restricted mean value property on

spheres, then/is harmonic. Föllmer [6], using probabilistic techniques,

proved a similar result (which he also generalized) requiring r to be Borel

measurable, but his only assumption on D is that Brownian paths leave D
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almost surely and / need be continuous only almost everywhere on dD

and on all of D.

Baxter [2], extending a result of Ackoglu and Sharpe [1], showed that

if D is a compact C1 manifold with boundary and r is measurable and

satisfies r(x) = e0d(x, Dc), then any bounded measurable/possessing the

restricted mean value property on balls is harmonic.

More recently, Veech [7] and [8] showed that if A/=2, and in [9], if

N—l, D is a relatively compact Lipschitz domain, and r is bounded

away from zero on compact subsets of D, then every Lebesgue measurable

function whose absolute value is dominated by some harmonic function

on D and which possesses the restricted mean value property on balls is

harmonic.

In this paper we shall prove the following two theorems:

Theorem 1. Suppose f is bounded, D is a proper subset of RN and r

satisfies

(1.3) ed(x, D°) < r(x) < (1 - s)d(x, F»c)

for some e>0. Iff possesses the restricted mean value property on balls, then

f is harmonic.

Theorem 2.    Suppose f is bounded, N=2, and r satisfies

(1.4) \r(x)-r(y)\<(l-eo)\x-y\

for some e0>0. If f possesses the restricted mean value property on spheres

then fis harmonic.

2. Preliminary results. Suppose (0°, x°, J*"?, 0?, P°x, x e RN) is standard

A^-dimensional Brownian motion. Suppose (p\) is a sequence of inde-

pendent, identically distributed random variables on (Q1, ¡Fx, P1) with

distribution function G defined by

G(x) = 0,      if x = 0,

= xN,   if 0 = x = 1,

= 1,      ifl=x.

Let 0=0°xQ1, Px=PlxP\ ^t=^\x^, and define dt by

6t(ca, w1) = (0?(ß>°), co1).

Extend x° and p\ by x(r, (co°, w1))=x°(t, w°) and p„(co°, co1)= p^co1).

Given r:D^>-R,  measurable, with 0<r(x)<d(x, Dc) we define two

sequences of stopping times as follows :

T0(m) = 0,

■rn+1(a>) = inf{t : t = rn(co), \x(t, to) - x(t„(w), co)\ = pn+x(œ) ■ r(x(rn(co),co))}
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.
n-* c»

and

o-0(cu) = 0,

°Wi(w) = inf{í:/ = an(co), \x(t, co) - x(an(co), co)\ ^ r(x(an(co),co))}.

Let @n and M'n denote the minimal cr-fields for the sequences x(rf)

and x(an) respectively. Then clearly (x(rn), @n) is a Markov chain

and the conditional distribution of jc(t„+1) given x(t„) is uniform

on B(x(rn), r(x(rn))); a similar statement holds for x(an+x) and

S(x(an),r(x(an))).

Define t by T(co) = inf{í=0:x(t, co) fí D) if this set is nonempty;

otherwise set r(co)= + oo.

Lemma 1. If r satisfies (1.3) then lim^^^ Tn(to) = T(a>) Px-a.s.for every

x e D. Ifr satisfies (1.4) then lim,^^ an(co)=T(co) Px-a.s.for every x e D.

Proof. We prove only the first statement: Let T/(a>)=limn_0O Tn(w);

clearly t' = t since Tn/i and tu = t. Suppose t'(w)< oo. Then x(t'(co), co) =

lim^oo x(rn(u>), co). If x(t'(w), m) e D then d(xir'(co), co), Z>c)>0, so by

(1-3),
lim inf r(x(T„(o>), co)) > 0.

But then

.. ,   s      .. \x(Tn+x(co), co) - x(rnjco), co)\
hm sup pn+x(co) = Inn sup- —-= 0;

n->oo n->co ^(r^ft)), ft)))

this event has probability zero so t'(co)<.co=>x(t'(co), co) ̂  /)=>t(co)^

t'(co).

Remark.   We clearly have

GO

U B(x(t¿((w), co), r(x(Ti(co), ft))))
î'=m

2 {)> :.y = x(f, co) for some í e [t¿(co), t(&)))}.

This inclusion remains valid if all t,'s are replaced by afs.

Lemma 2. Suppose fis bounded and measurable on D and satisfies (1.1)

or (1.2). F/îere is a bounded measurable function F on Ü. such that f(x) =

Ex(F(co)) Vx e D.

Proof. Iff satisfies (1.1) then f(x(rn(co), co)) is a bounded martingale,

so by the martingale convergence theorem it converges to some function

FPx-a.s. for every xe D and the above equation holds. If/satisfies (1.2),

replace rn by on in the above argument.
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For a proof of the following result, see Chung [3]:

Lemma 3. Suppose (M, 31, m) is a probability space and (3I„) is an

increasing sequence of a-fields with 3l„ç3I. Let <Hx=\/i $In> and suppose

/lte3Iœ. Then

Lemma 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, there exists a ô>0 such

that ifXi, At, i=1,2, satisfy x, e D,At measurable and A^ D, P2(x{, /!,)>

1 —ô and x2 e B(xx, r(xx)) then AXC\A2^ 0.

Proof. Define A(x, rx,r2)={y:rx<\y—x\<r2}, let e' = e0/4 and let

x denote either xx or x2. Suppose y e A(x, (l-e')r(x), (1 +e')r(x)) and a

is chosen small enough that B(y, a)<=A(x, (l-e')r(x), (1 +e')r(x)). We

shall show that

(2.1) P\x, B(y, a)) = c(e0)aNl(r(x))N.

To this end, let C={z e S(x, r(x)):\r(z)-\z-y\\=a/2}. (Note that

|r(z)— \z— y\\ is the distance by which the sphere S(z, r(z)) misses the

point y.) Simple estimates of the central angle of the part of the sphere

S(z, r(z)) which is contained in B(y, a) give

zeC=> P\z, B(y, a)) = cx(e0)aN-'l(r(x)f-\

Using the inequalities on (and also the continuity of) r, one shows easily

that x+r(x)((y—x)!\y—x\) (respectively x—r(x)((y—x)/\y—x\)) are not

in C because r is too big (small) there, and hence the intersection of C

with each great circle on S(x, r(x)) through x+r(x)((y—x)/\y—x\) is

nonvoid; moreover, the measure of this intersection and the distance of

the intersection from x±r(x)((y—x)/\y—x\) are easily shown to be bounded

below appropriately so that P1(x, C)—c2(e0)a/r(x). (2.1) now follows

easily. Notice that (2.1) implies that for any measurable

F <= A(x, (1 - e')r(x), (1 + e')r(x))

we have

(2.2) P\x, E) = c(e0)p(E)l(r(x))N.

To complete the proof, set

/ = A(xx, (1 - e')r(xx), (1 + e')r(xx))

n A(x2, (1 - e')r(x2), (1 + e')r(x2)).

An elementary computation (again using the properties of r), using the

lim F ru|9in
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fact that x2 e B(xx, r(xx)), shows that

(2.3) p(I) = k&MXxf^ixJ = k(e0)r(Xi)N,        i = 1, 2.

We now select ô so that under the hypotheses of the theorem we can

conclude p(Ir\A[)+p(mAc2)<ip(I) so that AXC\A2 must be nonvoid.

From (2.2) we obtain p(lC\Acf) = (r(xA)NP2(xt, It^A¡)/c(e0), so that by

(2.3)

p(I n ACi)/p(I) = P2(Xi, I n A°)/c(e0)k(e0).

Hence if ô = c(e0)k(e0)/4 we obtain

p(I n A\) + p(I nA°2) = p(l)/2 < p(I)

as desired. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. Suppose r satisfies (1.3). Let P1(x, A) denote the one-step

transition probability for the chain x(rn(co), co). Then there is a <5>0 such

that if xu Ai, i—1,2, satisfy P1(xi, AA=l— ô, x(eD, A^D, x2e

B(xx, r(xx)), then AxC\A2^0.

Proof. Apply simple geometry and use the techniques of the proof

of the previous lemma.

3. Proofs of the theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1. By a simple modification of an elementary but

clever argument of Veech, [7] or [9], we may and shall assume that/and r

are Borel measurable. Let x0 e D and 0<r0<d(x0, Dc). It suffices to

show that

^x«) =  ,_,1     » f       f(y)v(dy).
v(i>(X0, r0)) JS(xo.ro)

Let yn(co)=x(Tn(co), co). By Lemma 2 limn_x f(yn)=F exists F^-almost

surely and f(x) = EX(F). Let r](co) = inf{t>0:\x(t, co)—x0\=r0} and 0, be

the corresponding shift operator. Now by the strong Markov property

(see Dynkin [6, p. 100]):

EXo(F ■ 0„ | J%) = EXfi(F)    PXo-a.s.,        xn = x(r¡(co), to).

It therefore suffices to show that F ■ 6n = F PXo-a.s., for then

f(x0) = Em(F) = EXO(EXO(F | J%)) = EXO(EXO(F ■ 0, | á?A)

= EX0(E  (F)) = EX0(f(xA) = -—[- f f(y)v(dy).
n V(S(X0, r0)) JS(xo.ro)

Now consider the sequence zn(co)=yn(0^(co)). Clearly/(z„) is a martin-

gale which converges to F • 0,(co) Px -a.s. Thus we need only show that

lim^00/(z„(w))=lim„_00/(_yn(ft))).
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From the definition of the process z„, an argument similar to the proof

of Lemma 1, and the remark following Lemma 1 we see that: For each

m there is an n0(co) such that n=n0(w)=>zn(œ) e \J?=mB(yi(a>),r(yi(co))).

Suppose now that e>0 and A">0 are prescribed. Let

A\ = {or.\f(yi+x(m)) - /(y/»))| < e/2),

B\ = {œ:\f(zi+x(œ)) - f(zt(w))\ < e/2}.

Because of the convergence mentioned above, we have

(00 oo \ /    =° 00 \

U f)AÚ = i,     pJ\j r\B£i) = i,
m=l i=m     / \m=l i=m     I

so by Lemma 3 and the strong Markov property we have

lim pj C) A* \ym) = 1,        limPX0(r]B¡\zm) = l   JVa.s.,
m-»oo \i=m J m-»oo \i=m /

and hence

lim PX0(Acm | ym) = 1,        lim PX0(B'm | zj = 1    F^-a.s.
m-*<x> m-*oo

Now let Ce(x)={y e D:\f(y)-fi(x)\<t¡2}. It is easy to see that

PxMm | yj = P(ym, Cc(yJ),       P^Bl | zm) = P(zm, C(zJ)

and so the right-hand sides converge to one almost surely. Let <5 be as in

Lemma 5, and choose m0=K so large that m~—ma^~p(ym, C'(yrA)=l— ô.

Choose n0(m) so large that n=n0=>

zn e IJ B(ym, r(ym)),       p(z„, C\t„)) > 1 - Ô,       n0=K.
!=7K0

Then let mx=m0 satisfy zn<¡e B(ymi,r(ymi)). Applying Lemma 5 to the

points xx=ym, x2=zVo, Ax = C'(ym), A2=C\z„) we see that CE(jJn

C\z„f)9i 0, so there is an x e D with

\f(x)-fi(ym)\<e¡2   and    \f(x)-f(zno)\<e¡2

and thus \f(ym)=f(zn)\<e. Because K was arbitrary, we must have

lim f(y„) -lim/(z„) <

whenever these limits exist, F^-a.s. Hence P=P • 0, F^-a.s. and the proof

is completed.
Proof of Theorem 2.    Theorem 2 is proved in the same manner as

Theorem 1, using instead the two-step transition probability for the
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Markov chains y'n and z'n given by

y'n(w) = x(an(co), co),       z'n(co) = y'*(6n(co)).

4. Examples. The first example shows that some restrictions on r are

necessary. Let D be the unit disc in R2, i.e., {(x, y):x2+y2<.l} and define

f(x,y)=l, ify>0,

= 0, if y = 0,

= -1,    if j <0.

Letr(x,j)=min([y|, l-||(x,j)||) for j=¿0 and l-|x| forj=0. Then/

satisfies (1.1), is bounded and measurable, but not harmonic.

The second example shows that some restrictions on the growth off are

necessary. Let D=(0, 1) in R1 and define

OO

f(x) =^<p(n)lUn_x)/n,nnn+x))(x)
7î=4

where cp(k)=0, ifk=l, 2, 3, and tp(k) = (-lfk2(k+l), for k>3.
Notice that

fnHn+\) n , n

f(x) dx = y(-ifk2(k +1) —-— =y(-i)*fc.
Jo Á k(k+l)    t\

Then if g(x) = ¡If (y)dy, lim supa.^1g(x)=-r-co and lim infx^xg(x) =

— oo and g is continuous on [0, 1). Moreover for any x e (1/2, 1) the

function

L i \      g(* + r) - S(x - r)
hx(r) =-   for 0 < r < 1 — x

2r

is continuous and also has lim sup and lim inf of +oo and — oo respec-

tively as r—*-\ —x. Thus there are values of r arbitrarily near 1 — x for which

(4.1) /(*) = hx(r).

Clearly r can be chosen a measurable function of x to satisfy (4.1). For

0<x=\ one can define r(x) = \. Thus/and r satisfy all of the hypotheses

of our theorem except that of boundedness, and / is not harmonic. (A

similar example can be constructed in which/is bounded and />=(— oo, co)

by setting

/w=|(-ir(i-i)i[vo„+l,(ixi)
n=l \ "'

where (an) increases sufficiently rapidly.)
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Finally, we remark that any bounded measurable periodic function on

R1 satisfies the hypotheses for Theorem 2 with r(x) equal to the period

except that N=\. For further examples related to these concepts, see

Courant and Hubert [4].
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